
News Release

York Ag Sponsors Pennsylvania Poultry Sales 
and Service Conference

The College of Agricultural Sciences at The Pennsylvania State 
University organizes the 2021 Pennsylvania Poultry Sales 
and Service Conference and the 93rd Annual Northeastern 
Conference on Avian Diseases.

(York, Pa., September 9, 2021) York Ag, a dynamic supplier of holistic ingredient 
solutions that optimize animal well-being, has become a sponsor of the 
2021 Pennsylvania Poultry Sales and Service Conference - and - 93rd Annual 
Northeastern Conference on Avian Diseases on September 14-15, 2021. Organized 
by The College of Agricultural Sciences at The Pennsylvania State University, this 
is a two-day annual conference that touches on general topics important in the 
industry today, along with a North East Conference on Avian Disease (NECAD) 
session and breakout sessions for turkeys, layers, and broilers.

For the last several years, York Ag has sponsored this annual event at The 
Pennsylvania State University. As a feed ingredient supplier to the egg and poultry 
industry for more than 30 years, York Ag has remained a strong supporter of the 
agricultural science community.

At this conference, poultry farmers, industries, and organizations, as well as avian 
health professionals, learn about the latest findings in poultry health and well-being 
practices. “We are glad to support The Penn State University and its College of 
Agricultural Sciences. Our relationship with Penn State started with our founders 
and continues with our commitment to support animal well-being”, said Bill Achor, 
President and CEO of York Ag.

To learn more about York Ag and its ingredient solutions for egg, chicken, and 
turkey applications, visit www.yorkag.com/poultry

About York Ag 

York Ag is a dynamic supplier of holistic ingredient solutions that optimize animal 
well-being. Headquartered in York, Pennsylvania, York Ag commercializes its 
proprietary products YORK CALCIUM CHIPS®, BOVAZYME®, and BOVAZYME® 
Organic, and carries a wholesome portfolio of national and international brands 
from diverse feed ingredient manufacturers.
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